The Qualities of Good Character

DIRECTIONS: Match the qualities of good character on the left with their definitions on the right.

1. attentiveness  A  Being ready and willing to help
2. availability    B  Focusing your efforts on the work at hand
3. compassion     C  Adjusting to change with a good attitude
4. conservation   D  Showing appreciation for what you have
5. courage        E  Concentrating on what is before you
6. determination  F  Letter go of bitter feelings and thoughts of revenge
7. diligence      G  Being truthful in what you say and do
8. enthusiasm     H  Showing commitment when it’s hard to do
9. flexibility    I  Overcoming obstacles to achieve a goal
10. forgiveness   J  Putting your whole heart into what you do
11. gratefulness  K  Keeping things clean and neat
12. honesty       L  Waiting without getting angry or upset
13. loyalty       M  Helping those who are hurting
14. obedience     N  Taking ownership of thoughts, words and actions
15. orderliness   O  Being a good caretaker of what you have
16. patience      P  Doing what’s right, even if you don’t feel like it
17. respect       Q  Applying truth to daily decisions
18. responsibility R  Doing what you’re supposed to do with a good attitude
19. self control  S  Treating others with honor and dignity
20. wisdom        T  Overcoming fear to do what is right